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Senator Lee Constantine
378 Center Pointe Circle # 1268
Altamonte Springs, Florida 327 0l-3425

Re: Markham Woods Association

Dear Senator Constantine,

This is a follow-up to my letter of October I,2009 in regards to the Markham Woods
Association's (MWA) concern about approximately 55,000 existing septic tanks that homeowners
throughout three counties in Central Florida are dependent upon. Again, my clients and I are grateful
to you for taking the time to discuss these matters with them and for your request for input about
concerns related to any proposed legislation that may be similar to last year's Senate P.111274.

My clients at MWA appreciate the goal of building the western beltway and balancing any
construction with mitigating environmental impacts. As a group the Markham Woods Association
has taken no formal position on whether completion of the beltway through Seminole Couhty is a
good idea or not. And not only is MWA in favor of environmentally friendly planning but the
Markham Woods Association was formed decades ago by home-owners in rural and suburban areas
to protect environmental sunoundings and the natural beauty of the Wekiva River Area. But
homeowners are tenibly concerned that the costs apd impacts of any ill-conceived environmental
mitigation might be placed upon existing homeowners who are innocent of any wrongdoing other
than owning their homes and disposing of sewage in accordance with septic tank requirements that
were fully met at the time of construction of the residence in which their family now lives.

Myclientshavereviewedthelanguageoflastyear'sproposedSenate B1ll274,andwhilewe
do not know what changes or modifications may be considered before filing a similar bill in the next
session, they completely and categorically oppose the passage of the bill in its then current format,
without iron clad protection guarantees of homeowner's interests. 

;.

Before my clients could support any proposed legislation to address existing septic tanks as
part of the effort to modifu nitrogen impacts throughout the springshed areas in the entire state of
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Florida, or targeted specifically at residences in the Wekiva study area, a number of key requisites
would need to be satisfied, They include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following:

1. MWA believes that before a statewide bill is enacted, then all affected homeowners with
existing septic systems should have notice and an opportunity to participate in the process,
understand the real potential costly burdens that may be imposed upon them, and comment on the
bill and regulations. Radical proposals that could have the effect of causing a homeowner to rip out
existing septic systems should never be adopted until all affected citizens have the complete
opportunity to review, understand and debate the proposal.

2. MWA generally supports the notion that there should be periodic inspections of individual
septic tanks to determine whether those septic systems continue to be effective as originally designed
and permitted. My clients could support minimum inspections every five years or so, providing that
the language requiring the inspection was very specific about what the cost ofthat inspection would
be, who would bear the burden of that inspection, and what standards septic tank owners would be
required to meet. Those standards ought to be reasonable, and the inspections themselves should be
done in a way that is practical in terms of costs, timing, methodology and minimum requirements
that existing septic tanks should meet. Inspections by individuals or companies who are in the
business of promoting or selling new septic tank system replacements would involve an inherent
conflict of interest. Any statewide inspectionprogram shouldbe overseenbyhomeowners, consumer
and industry representatives on an advisory group that would make sure that out of control hyper-
zealous regulators do not punish innocent homeowner with draconian rules.

3. SB 274 put the cart before the horse. It is true that last year's bill did not mandate aparticular
technology. However, it inappropriately established standards or limits for nitrogen output for septic
systems without providing any assurance that such goals or limits could be achieved by any
technology. This is important because the installation of any new system requires a permit apd the
burden of proof for any requested permit falls on the applicant. Therefore it is not enough that a
manufacturer "claims" that his product will achieve a stated goal. The technology must be proven to
work in order to defend against any legal ihallenges to a permit. Therefore, any proposal to engage
in nitrogen reduction strategies that may require new techfrology must be comprehensive and based
on solid proven science rather than whimsical, arbitrary and capricious dictates from bureaucrats.
This can only be accomplished if based on a comprehensive study of the potential resolutions to
nitrogen pollution. We understand your eagerness to proceed, and stated position that "this issue has
been studied to death, we can't keep studying this issue forever, and it is time to stop the study and
act now." But there has been almost no focus cin developing solutions or options to the perceived
problem. Homeowners must have reasonable solutions and practical options available that are
proven to work and are user friendly and cost-effective. To date there has been none. Fortunately,
the legislature has established such a study that focuses on developing proven, pragmatic and cost-
effective options for homeowners to address nitrogen issues from septic tanks. The study includes
three phases, which will in a comprehensive manner develop testing protocols, establish a test
facility, and do preliminary testing of several pilot scale passive nitrogen reduction systems. The first
phase of the project was funded in the amount of approximately $ 1 million by the legislature during
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2008 and 2009 legislative sessions. That phase is underway and is expected to be completed for the
most part by the start of the 2010 legislative session. The second phase of the study will require two
million dollars and we strongly urge you to support funding of the study, in order to implement the
ideas developed in phase one.and continue the field testing, design and installation of new fitrogen
reduction system in a broad and representative sample of homes, and to monitor those systems over a
twelve month monitoring period. Phase three ofthe study would follow a year later, with completed
monitoring of all field activities testing various technologies and strategies, and documentation of
materials, methods, and costs of a recommended on-sight sewage nitrogen reduction strategy for
entire state of Florida.

4. Senate Bill274 also appeared to be a classic example of a ignoring 85-95% of the real
problem, and blaming the least powerful pliyer in the process. Good data and,sound science at a
minimum are necessary to make rational decisions about protecting Florida's springs, without
punishing innocent parties. The limited existing data and information that the DEP and DOH are

relying on is woefully inadequate to make rational science based decisions. Virtually all of the
studies acknowledge that homeowner septic tank leakage actually going into the springs is at most a '

small fraction of the actual pollution problems in Florida springs, if it is a factor at all. The
legislature this year should insist that the Florida Department of Environmental Protection continue
to work with the Technical Review and Advisory Panel (TRAP) and Research Review and Advisory
Committee (RRAC) with the same schedule and membership. This is the only way to guarantee
accountability for DEP and DOH to take into account good science and property rights of tens of
thousands of Florida citizens.

5. Senate BiIl2V4 requires areas that have septic system densities greater than or equal to 640
systems per square mile to connect to public sewers. The vast majority of the 55,000 septic tank
owners in the Wekiva Study Arep would fall into this category, including residents living on so

called "one building acre lots". Public sewer systems are absent in many areas of the state including
rural areas and quite often totally impractical. Estimated costs of hooking up to qcentrahzed sewer
system in such rural areas tend to run from a minimum of $15,000 to upwards of $40,000 per
resident.

If newperfoffnance based septic tank systems are required by ahomeowner inlieuof sewerhookup,
the initial tank replacement would likely also cost $5,000 to $15,000 per household above what a
currently approved septic system would cost. Additional annual or semi-annual system maintenance
costs with a performance based treatment system would also be substantial. These costs are simply
an impossible burden to place on homeowners, and local govemments are not prepared to undertake

such incredible expenses especially in the current economic environment. Economic impact
estimates for massive septic replacements of $1 billion dollars or more to local citizens and
governments do not include the inevitable collateral devastation fo property values, business activity
and property tax receipts. The economic impact would likely be many billions of dollars on our
community.
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6. Any bill must ensure that property owners are protected in the future from arbitrary,
capricious regulators and draconian regulations. The criteria to be met by septic tank owners should
reflect sound business practices, good science and the practical feasibility of such requirements.
Also, the expense to individual homeowners, propedy owners, and local governments alike should
be thoroughly considered rather than mandated by autocratical dictates from aloof regulators.
Therefore, rules or proposals for nitrogen reduction standards together with proven technological
solutions and options should be approved by the legislature and considered in tandem.

1 . As noted, any mechanism for improving and modi$ing existing septic tank systems should
first be proven to work but secondly be flexible to accommodate advances in technological
capabilities such as the "Bold and Gold" system being developed and explored at the University of
Central Florida. Many of these viable systems are potentially affordable, in the ftiture, but are not yet
even commercially available. Septic tank modification or replacement should be contingent upon
practical technology that is commercially available at affordable prices - not arbitrary mandates from
a govefilment that refuses to wait until its own scientific studies are completed.

8. Any bill passed by the Florida legislature should not be founded on intimidation by
environmental activists who are seemingly unconcerned with technical practicality, let alone the
massive and devastating economic crisis that would result from irrationally expensive mandates that
may bankrupt individuals and local governments alike. Regardless of the source of contamination,
springs in Florida didn't become polluted overnight. Thus, reasonable time should be given to
implement solutions once they are identified. For example, the City of Tallahassee is undergoing a

major retrofit of its domestic wastewater treatment plant to address nitrogen issues with respect to
Wakulla Springs. (Incidentally, that utility has also been determined to be most of the problem.)
The cost has been publicly estimated in excess of $200 million: However, that improvement will
occur over a i 0-year period. It is unfair to simply mandate that homeowners (w-hich are much less of
the problem) replace their systems with potentially costly and unproven systems in the event that a
repair is needed or a reparable failure occurs.

Ultimately, the Markham Woods Association fully supports clean Springsheds, but believes that
good science and the conclusions drawn from the necessary and appropriate studies is a prerequisite
to rational regulation of long standing septic tank systems. Forfunately the Florida Legislature has set

out an appropriate three phase study to determine cost-effective options for homeowners of which,
only the first phase is nearly completed. The Markham Woods Association fully supports funding of
phase two which will field-test the actual teclurological capabilities ofpotential solutions along with
cost demonstrations. New regulations must focus not only on the causes that all experts

overwhelmingly acknowledge are the prirnary source of the nitrogen problem, i.e. specifically
agricultural uses, landscaping fertilizer, and private and public utilities but also on cost-effective,
proven options and solutions for homeowners that are propotlionate to a septic tank's proven impact
on the spring3, which to date has been shown to be de minimis (at least relative to other
contributions).'If for some inexplicable reason the Florida legislature decides to ignore the existing
evidence of de minimis homeowner septic nitrogen leakage, refuses to wait until good scientific
study determines causes, technologically and economically viable solutions, and wants to impose a
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totally impractical and wildiy expgnsive experiment on homeowners, we would ask that this
"expedment" be first visited upon residential victims elsewhere in the state, not in the Wekiva River
Basin.

Sincerely,

Markham Association, Inc.
/''*-i -'/ /(-*r,-' t,' r. . //l-a--t-t- /<
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f'JackHannahs
President
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cc:

Ken Jo

Secretary

Senate President Jeff Atwater
Florida House Speaker Lany Cretul
Members of Florida Senate

Members of Florida House of Representatives

Vice-President
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